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Gravure screens are by necessity made with very fine tolerances; i.e. fine resolution, hard 
edged dots and very dense blacks (4.0). A commercial ImageSetter lith film output is the 
best way to achieve this. 
 
The following resolution settings are based on the fact that our local service bureau uses 
an ImageSetter with a resolution of 100 d/cm (2540 dpi). All settings below are in 
multiples of that figure to prevent banding or other re-sizing flaws in the final screen. If 
your service bureau uses a different ImageSetter, use multiples of their resolution values 
(1x, half or a quarter). 
 
 
50% Moderately Fine Screen 
 

1. Open a digital file in Photoshop. Size it to the maximum dimensions you will need (eg. 
16 x 20 inches) at 635 dpi, grayscale, white background. 

2. For a 50% screen, fill the image with 50% gray in Edit > Fill…  
3. Establish a pattern with noise. Filter > Noise > Add Noise… 
4. Set Amount to 9.5%, and check off Gaussian. 
5. Repeat, but this time check off Uniform. 
6. Under Layer > Duplicate Layer… > Background Copy. (file size increased to approx 250 

MB for 16 x 20 in) 
7. Working with this Background Copy, Select Edit > Transform > Flip Vertical.  
8. Then select Edit > Transform > Rotate 180°. 
9. In the Layers palette, change the opacity of this top layer to 50% 
10. Then flatten the layers. Layer > Flatten Image 
11. Change the grayscale image to bitmap in Image > Mode > Bitmap… The Input settings 

will read 635 ppi, and set the output to 635 ppi, diffusion dither. 
12. Open Image > Image Size… and change the resolution to 1270 ppi. Be sure Constrain 

Proportions and the Resample Image are checked (on). This resolution change will 
quadruple your file size. 

13. Save as a .bmp file in File > Save As… . This step will greatly shrink your file size. 
14. This file can be burned onto a CD-R for delivery to a service bureau, but be sure to 

make it PC compatible in case they have trouble with Mac files. 
 



40/60% Open Very Fine Screen 
 

1. Open a digital file in Photoshop. Size it to the maximum dimensions you will need (eg. 
16 x 20 inches) at 1270 dpi, grayscale, white background.  

2. For a 40/60% screen, fill the image with Black in Edit > Fill…  and set the opacity of the 
black fill at 60%. 

3. Establish a pattern with noise. Filter > Noise > Add Noise… 
4. Set Amount to 9.5%, and check off Gaussian. 
5. Repeat, but this time check off Uniform. 
6. Under Layer > Duplicate Layer… > Background Copy.  
7. Working with this Background Copy, Select Edit > Transform > Flip Vertical.  
8. Then select Edit > Transform > Rotate 180°. 
9. In the Layers palette, change the opacity of this top layer to 50% 
10. Then flatten the layers. Layer > Flatten Image 
11. Change the grayscale image to bitmap in Image > Mode > Bitmap… The Input settings 

will read 1270 ppi, so set the output to 1270 ppi, diffusion dither. 
12. Save as a .bmp file in File > Save As… . This step will greatly shrink your file size. 
13. This file can be burned onto a CD-R for delivery to a service bureau, but be sure to 

make it PC compatible in case they have trouble with Mac files. 
 
Notes: 
 
This file will look darker than the 50% screen (described above) but when it is output at 
the service bureau, they will give you a negative, therefore, it will be lighter than the 50% 
screen with 60% open space (40% coverage). 
 
Also, this screen is much finer than the resolution of the 50% screen, and therefore this 
coverage is more appropriate. The exposure through the 40/60% screen will give more 
screen coverage (akin to more aquatint coverage) and help reduce the chance of foul 
biting (commonly a problem with very fine screen resolutions). 
 
To make smaller than 16” x 20” screens, either repeat the steps with a smaller file 
dimension, or for consistency, simply crop the larger existing file using Canvas Size (not 
the crop tool). 


